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Let’s give new meaning to connectivity.
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A platform to connect you – the foundation for success
520 Third Street, Suite 101
Oakland, CA 94607 USA

Tel: 1.510.844.3000
Fax: 1.510.844.3001

www.interasset.com
info@interasset.com

Inter
ASSET
Delivering the benefits of a high-quality service in the cloud requires a clear
vision, innovative software design, high-quality infrastructure, and zealous
execution. IAS’ goal is to exceed your expectations through continuous
improvements to applications and services. This unwavering dedication to
both infrastructure and customer experience allows us to provide the full
benefits of cloud computing.
Architected, designed and built to the highest standards, InterAsset delivers
a powerful and extensible technology platform for all IAS solutions. At the
heart of the InterAsset platform is a powerful database that securely records
information on the multitude of registered users, geographies, and assets as
well as the tremendous number of events processed within the IAS network
on a daily basis. InterAsset is the result of a unique combination of proven,
best-in-class technologies paired with the industry expertise IAS has gained
in providing business solutions to the global intermodal community for over a
decade.

Benefits

–– View data from all your
connected trading partners
with a secure one-to-many
connection

–– Work how you prefer with
configurable workflows, business
rules, role-based permissions,
reporting, and validations

–– Get connected quickly
through a proven, efficient
onboarding process

–– Share information easily with
any-to-any EDI file mapping
(XML, ANSI, EDIFACT, CSV)

–– Gain confidence in your data
through validation, compliance
rules, and transaction audits

–– Manage trading partners in your
network more easily with alerts
and notifications

–– Rely on an industrial strength
stack: best-in-class hardware
and software components

–– Leverage the cloud for
cost-effective delivery of
information

–– Be prepared for future growth
with a scalable and extensible
infrastructure

–– Enjoy peace of mind with 24x7
technical support and 99.9%
service availability

IAS Connected
Technologies advance, new requirements emerge, the
push for continuous innovation is ever present, and
the care-and-feeding of a best-in-class system is an
unending endeavor. IAS works tirelessly to meet those
challenges because we fully believe that commitment
to the platform delivers our most valuable capability
connectivity.
Network connectivity means not only can you more
easily work with your partners, but also you can rest
assured that your goals and activities are aligned.
Once you and your partners are IAS Connected, you
are set up for faster, simplified communication, less
administration activity, and more visibility to real-time
information.

Connectivity isn’t just a buzzword. When IAS says
connectivity it means a host of real business benefits:
• Value - as the IAS Connected network
expands, it becomes easier and quicker
for new members to join as their required
partners are likely already connected
• Common ground – IAS translates the
information from disparate systems so you
can work with any partner of any technological
sophistication in any location
• Accessibility – IAS adapts to suit your
situation whether you integrate with your
current systems or work through an internetready device
• Security – IAS makes sure your data is safe
and only designated people can view and act
on it at appropriate times
• Visibility – IAS brings clarity to all your events
and data so you have what you need, when
you need it
You can see why thousands of intermodal participants
choose IAS, the InterAsset platform, and our solution
portfolio.

IAS provides greater visibility, control, and optimization of assets through a collaborative platform uniting the global trade, transportation, and logistics industry. IAS solutions, quickly
implemented and immediately beneficial, can be operated as standalone web-native applications or integrated into existing transportation management systems. The IAS solution
portfolio and InterAsset platform create a more valuable network by converting the entire community’s input into actionable information, enabling clients to interact seamlessly, optimizing
the inland intermodal process, and lowering the cost of routine business transactions. IAS connects thousands of trading partners including leading ocean carriers, motor carriers,
railroads, logistics providers, equipment lessors, repair depots, and terminals, and enables them to increase revenue, margin, and service. The IAS team of transportation experts is
dedicated to providing world-class solutions and combines personal, 24x7 service worldwide with one of the intermodal industry’s most comprehensive service level agreements.
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